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This presentation shows some of our work at Simplified 

that’s relevant to technical writing.

We’ll discuss:

• What is plain language

• Why issues of re-use are becoming important

• Examples of plain language principles
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What is plain 

language?





Plain language as a concept is mostly defined in terms of legal 

and compliance requirements in consumer protection 

.

Caveat Emptor

Buyer beware



Outcomes based
Process and expert 

analysis

You are what you measure – how is plain 

language measured?

Readability

Reference: Plain Language Options Paper, 2010, International Plain Language Working 
Group (IPLWG)
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Flesch-Kincaid Index, the Coleman-Liau Index, the Gunning 

Fog index

Outcomes based
Process and expert 

analysis
Readability

But it only works on a corpus, and 
doesn’t account for elements beyond 
the sentence
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Outcomes based
Process and expert 

analysis
Readability
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An approach to communicating your message to readers so 

they can:

• Find what they need

• Understand what they find

• Use what they find to meet their needs

Center of Plain Language (US)

Outcomes based
Process and expert 

analysis
Readability
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Aims To convinceTo instruct To inform

DistractedEngaged Disengaged

Tone and medium

User mode

Content
Unpatterned
Lower quantity

Patterned
High quantity

Patterned 
High quantity

Instructions/processes Agreements/contracts Promotions
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AccuracyEfficiency
Focus



Convergence

• You need to persuade people to read.

• ‘Fairness’ regulations stress consistency across customer journey –

less silo’s for ‘the small print’

• Plain language is a requirement for the whole customer journey

• Automation of contracts means that instead of agreeing throughout 

the customer journey, you are going to be led through a process.

Customer
experience

Help/instruction

Promotion Agreement
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Why re-use issues are 

important



An example - a typical plain language problem

Customers of this investment company didn’t understand about 

withdrawal penalties for their investments.
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Partial surrenders 
(but not in year one)

Early exit fees Early exit fees

Confusing because the same thing was said in over 10  

different sets of comms in many different ways… and 

because
Penalties

Penalties and part-
withdrawals

No mention

Online appQuotationBrochures and 
highlights

Welcome 
letter

Terms and 
conditions

Withdrawal 
guidelines
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The message was lost in the (minimum) estimate of 15 

hours that the reader had to work through before investing

Problem 
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Information 
search

PurchaseEvaluation of 
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The 
experience
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Research Buy Manage Top up End Buy again Leave

Common problem – no rationalisation across the customer 

journey

15. Any Investment purchased in excess of the maximum limit of £50,000 (see paragraph 48) will not be 
eligible for interest rate boosters until the customer’s investment has been reduced to below the 
limit. 



Limits to withdrawing in the first five years

You can withdraw from your endowment only once during the first five 
years. You can withdraw up to the total amount that you have paid in, 
plus 5%.  There may be an early exit fee for withdrawing in the first five 
years. 
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Then we rationalised across customer journey

Research Buy Manage Top up End Buy again Leave

15. Investments of more than the  £50,000 limit are not eligible for interest rate boosters. 

Only if above limit
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Parties Dynamic variables or separate module 

Channels Dynamic inclusion

Product construction Instances for each product

Stylistic inconsistencies Standardise

Additional information Standardise

How to tackle different types of variations between similar 

clauses
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Writing techniques





WordSentenceTouchpoint

• One sentence, one 

concept

• To keep sentences 

simple or right 

branching 

• To write in the active 

voice

• To use strong verbs

• Not to telegraph ‘that’ in 

relative clauses

• Prefer noun to pronoun 

headlines

• Cohesion - headlines

1 2 3

Examples of plain language principles

• Consistency of 

terminology

• Avoiding unusual turns 

of phrase
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Voice

Web

Paper

+

+



Voice

Web

Paper

+

+



Voice

Web

Paper

+

+



Headings

We often repeat the heading content in the paragraph beneath it –

because it considers that often readers are in heading mode or text 

mode – not both together.

Voice script:

You have nine rights

1. Right to be treated with 

human dignity

Touchpoint1



To ensure that an example is taken as an example, and not a principle, it’s 

separated from the statement that precedes it. Either by brackets, or a  full 

stop, or even a paragraph break – or clear design element. 

Some taxes do not apply. Examples of taxes that do not apply are income tax and 
capital gains tax.

Some taxes, for example, income tax or capital gains tax, do not apply to these 
products.

ExamplesTouchpoint1

✓
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• One sentence, one concept

• To use short sentences without sacrificing meaning

• To keep sentences simple or branching to the right (not left or 

middle)

• To write in the active voice

• To use strong verbs

• Not to telegraph ‘that’ in relative clauses

• Prefer noun to pronoun

Sentence2
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Sentence2

You have the right to be treated under conditions consonant with human 

dignity, which shall include at least the provision of adequate 

accommodation, nutrition, reading material and medical treatment at state 

expense; and you have the right to be given the opportunity to 

communicate with, and be visited by, your spouse or partner, next-of-kin, 

religious counsellor and a medical practitioner of your choice.
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You have the right to be detailed under conditions consonant with human 

dignity, which shall include at least the provision of adequate 

accommodation, nutrition, reading material and medical treatment at state 

expense; and you have the right to be given the opportunity to 

communicate with, and be visited by, your spouse or partner, next-of-kin, 

religious counsellor and a medical practitioner of your choice.

Right to be treated with human dignity

You have the right to be given adequate accommodation, food and water, reading 
materials, exercise, and  medical treatment. You do not have to pay for this.

You have the right to speak to and be visited by all of these people:

• Your husband or wife or partner

• A religious counsellor that you choose (for example, a paster)

• A medical practitioner that you choose (for example, a doctor or nurse)

✓
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• Consistency of terminology

• Avoiding unusual turns of phrase

Word3
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• Change to another word, or explain

• Use corpus studies to suggest alternatives

• Leave out unnecessary wordiness

• One concept, one word

• IP

• Cease

• In order to

✓



Word3
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Conclusion:

Plain language and 

technical communication 

have much in common –

plain language techniques 

are useful ingredients a 

more technical approach to 

creating a piece of 

communication.

Customer
experience

Technical 
comms

Copywriting

Plain 
language
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